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Short abstract: The implementation of Additive Manufacturing (AM) digital flow and product data management system rely more on data formats and standards that nowadays convey Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T) information directly in the 3D model. The consideration of geometric deviations and variations is an important issue for tolerancing and geometric quality assessment in AM through product and manufacturing information (PMI). This paper reviews current challenges of geometric models and standard formats for AM technologies, which largely impede its advancement. Two criteria to enhance geometric models and standards for AM are presented in this paper: tolerancing and compatibility of PMI. The analysis presented in this paper highlights that STEP standard can be a good basis for future research to integrate geometric models and standards for AM.
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1- Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) technologies have been applied to the automotive, aerospace and medical industries for many years [1-2]. However, it is a difficult technology for AM that geometric models describe precision and accuracy of product shape, dimensioning and tolerancing.

Geometric models have become ubiquitous and offered essential and different tools for the digital product development [3]. In the 1960s Herbert Voelker considered the possibilities of using computer-aided machine to operate machine through CAD geometry. In the 1970s mathematical tools for describing 3D solid modelling had been invented in the early algorithms [4]. At present, geometric deviation has become a major issue on the tolerancing research [5]. Skin model concept has been used in predicting inevitable geometric deviations [6]. Tolerancing analysis has been used in predicting inevitable geometric deviations on the function and quality of product [19]. Skin model shapes can extract valuable information for geometric deviation [20]. These PMI standards, such as ISO TC213, ASME Y14.5 can define tolerancing [21].

Next sections will highlight challenges of geometric models and standards for AM technologies. These challenges mainly focus on two issues: geometric deviations and tolerancing management, and refer to two criteria: tolerancing and compatibility with PMI for AM formats. In section 3, skin model is introduced, and PMI standard can define tolerancing in AM systems. In section 4, different AM standards (i.e. STL, AMF, STEP) are compared and we emphasize on STEP in future works. In section 5, a conclusion and outlook are given.

2- Impediments of current AM

AM technologies have many problems to be solved on insufficient understanding of geometric shape variations, part accuracy, needs for qualification and functionality, and interoperability of AM standards [23]. Geometric models and standards for AM technologies have become one of main issues for realising precise and accurate 3D part.
2.1 – Geometric modelling issues

Geometric models need to provide all the necessary geometric data of an object. It is required to process the information automatically to generate shape, dimensions, and tolerances [24]. In terms of manufacturing tolerancing, there are the two acknowledged axioms for manufacturing process: manufacturing imprecision and measurement uncertainty [25].

Geometric deviations and tolerancing management have seriously restricted the precision and accuracy of AM technologies. Product and manufacturing information (PMI) provided by CAD can describe dimensional tolerances on length and diameter, and geometric tolerances on flatness, perpendicularity, position, surface profile, and circular out. The skin model shapes and PMI have been applied to solve geometric deviations and tolerancing management.

- The skin model shapes which stemmed from the theoretical foundations of geometric product specification and verification has been developed to consider geometric deviations in AM.
- PMI can theoretically realize data management (i.e. tolerancing) through ASME and ISO standards in manufacturing systems.

2.2 – Standard issues

The standardized methods are to develop the performance of AM machine. The standard data formats can be used to convert CAD to layers for building parts and reduce the process of manufacturing for component lead time, cost, material waste and energy usage [2].

There exist many issues for AM standards, so it is necessary to come up with many criteria that have key effects on the development of advanced AM technologies. There are two criteria for comparing STL, AMF and STEP standards as follows:
- Tolerancing.
- Compatibility with PMI.

The purpose of standard formats is to develop a high integrated, interoperable and compatible AM standard file.

3- Geometric models

Geometric model is used to describe geometric shape, dimensioning and tolerancing in CAD and CAM process. Many models for solving tolerancing have been presented, i.e. vectorial tolerancing [15], technologically and topologically related surface [26], small displacement torsor [27], direct linearization deviation [18], and tolerance maps [28]. However, main drawbacks of these models are the lack of geometric deviation considerations and tolerancing standards [29].

3.1 – Skin model

The research of geometric deviations should be dedicated in manufacturing process, which will be helpful to propose functional tolerance specifications [26]. Geometric Product Specification standard builds a comprehensive framework and an unambiguous language to describe geometric deviations. This Standard is modelled by all the concepts and operations based on skin model [30].

Skin model has been developed realistic physical shape compared to nominal geometry. The discrete skin model can be used to present particular skin mode, to produce a proximate shape and to simulate assemblies in a computer system (Fig.1). And skin model concept describes deviations of manufacturing and assembly process. Discrete geometry representation schemes such as point clouds and surface meshes can be modelled as surface model [31].

Statistical analysis of shape deviations or Statistical Shape Analysis is commonly used for shape variability considerations [32]. These geometric deviations can be presented as a part of tolerancing, which focus on product data known as product and manufacturing information (PMI).

3.2 –Product and manufacturing information (PMI)

PMI consists of annotations and attributes associated with CAD model edges and faces in order to define product geometry and product specifications. The industry standards for presentation of geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T) in views of 3D space are used in CAD systems, i.e. ASME Y14.41-2012 and ISO 16792:2006. These standards are the industry standards for the syntax and semantics of GD&T (Figure 2). It has been developed to address problems related to describing geometric deviations in part and assembly [33].

STEP as a family of standard includes EXPRESS model for PMI that standardizes specifications for dimensional and geometric tolerancing, surface properties, and the related requirements [34], PMI can be inserted into AM standards that realise all related data management.

4- Standard formats for AM

Some of standardized formats include STL, AFM and
STEP. STEP as complementary technologies provides significant standardized content models [8].

STL is used to communicate CAD models to the local rapid prototyping system [35-37]. STL format has many deficiencies, such as redundancy, lack of complete geometric description, not well-defined approximation and technological information. AMF consists of eXtensive Markup Language (XML) and is part of ASTM 2915 standard [22]. AMF has more readability of functions than STL, such as colour specification, texture maps, material specification, etc. STEP is a family of standards defining a methodology for describing product data throughout product life cycle [38-40]. Two STEP application protocols have been implemented in CAD systems: AP203 and AP214 [41]. STEP AP242 is a new STEP specification approved by ISO in 2014 (www.ap242.org).

Table 1 Characteristics of AM standard formats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>STL</th>
<th>AMF</th>
<th>STEP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tolerancing</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Part</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility of PMI</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows these characteristics for AM standard formats. We have compared AM standard formats using two criteria: description of tolerancing and compatibility of PMI, which show advantages of STEP standard for future AM technologies. This result may lead to a combination of STEP standard and other data standards, which we call “STEP-AM” (Figure 3). This schedule describes basic data transmission of STEP-AM files for AM.

5- Conclusion

The paper has concluded on technologies of geometric model and standards for additive manufacturing. Skin model has been proposed to solve geometric deviations. Tolerancing can be managed by product and manufacturing information (PMI) that specify geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T). These PMI standards, such as ISO TC213, ASME Y14.5, can define tolerancing. STEP standard seem to be a good candidate to replace other AM file according to STEP format may realise tolerancing and compatibility of PMI by standardizing manufacturing information.
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